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Abstract
With increasing local tax burden necessary to fully fund local school districts in 
Minnesota, school budget referenda votes are high-stakes elections. As a result, research 
regarding the why behind a school levy failure has become increasingly important to 
districts and communities. While some research looked at marketing strategies (Johnson, 
2008; Lode, 1999) that school districts can utilize, other researchers focused on budget- 
maximization models (Romer & Rosenthal, 1984; Romer, Rosenthal, & Munley, 1992) 
and median voter models (Husted, 2005; Ehrenberg, Ehrenberg, Smith, & Zhang, 2003). 
Much of this research concluded that it may be best to leave community members who 
vote “no” out of the campaign altogether. What do those who organize “vote no” 
campaigns against school budget referenda or encourage others who vote “no” have to 
say about the reasons behind a “no” vote? In this study, interviews were conducted with 
11 pro-levy participants and seven anti-levy participants across ten Minnesota and Iowa 
communities to determine their thoughts behind why a school budget referendum passed 
or failed in their district.
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction
If 59% of Americans believe that providing additional funding for schools will 
increase their effectiveness, how is it that so many budget referenda fail? (Howard, 2007) 
Minnesota communities have had to increasingly support their schools with operational 
levies through property tax increases; often, when those levies fail at the ballot, the local 
school faces budget cuts. A 2004 interview with Seattle's public schools superintendent 
demonstrated the impact levies can have on school budgets. At that point, Seattle's 
existing levy made up 23% of the district’s budget. It was up to voters to approve the 
levy for the years ahead, which did not constitute a tax increase, but a continuation of the 
tax already in place. Raj Manhas, the superintendent, commented that failure of the levy 
would be a disaster, resulting in nearly one in four employees losing their jobs (2004, 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer). This is not uncommon as consequences of referenda failure 
drastically impact schools. As a result, numerous researchers have attempted to 
determine various reasons behind levy failure.
Within these studies, researchers have focused on looking at median voter models 
and budget maximizing methods of school administrators. Through the median voter 
model, researchers look at a number of variables that impact a school referenda’s passage 
by determining what would make a median voter, or typical voter, say “yes.” Through 
budget maximization models, researchers have the opportunity to look at budget 
referenda elections through the eyes of school administrators, who naturally want the best 
for their schools which may be beyond the bare-bones budget to see how this impacts the 
vote. If more was promised, though the tax burden increases, would the referendum
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pass? Or was it best to approach voters with a bare-bones budget in order to ensure 
operation, even though it may not fully fund all that was deemed necessary? The budget 
maximization model attempted to respond to these questions. Other research looked 
directly at marketing strategies and their successes or failures through case studies.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the perceptions behind why a 
community member may vote “no” on a school levy through comparing and contrasting 
responses from pro-levy and anti-levy individuals. This information may assist both pro- 
and anti-levy participants to understand the views of the other.
Background
Median voter model studies have yielded a number of variables that can positively 
impact a budget referenda campaign including higher median income, median house 
value, and federal government per pupil contribution. Furthermore, community members 
having a college education, more community members with income below the poverty 
line, a school board with longer terms, and a smaller number of students per school board 
member also positively affected the campaign (Husted, 2005; Ehrenberg et al,. 2003). 
These studies also demonstrated that a school located in a suburban district, having a 
larger percentage of students enrolled in private schools, and having voted down a budget 
referendum the previous year negatively impacted the campaign and made failure more 
likely.
Budget maximization models have not been as successful in determining future 
budget campaign outcomes (Romer & Rosenthal, 1984), though they do offer another
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view at the data. Romer et al. (1992) demonstrate a higher passage rate for school 
districts in their first attempt than those who have to try repeatedly.
Finally, through a variety of case studies, research has been conducted on 
marketing techniques of school administrations and campaign success rates (Graham, 
Wise, & Bachman, 1990). One such case study held a follow-up survey with 
administrators, school board members, and parent leaders to explore their ideas on what 
made the campaign successful. They ranked “focus on 'yes’ voters” as being one of the 
most effective methods to achieving passage of the referendum (Johnson, 2008).
With budget maximization or median voter research, many of the variables 
studied were unavoidable or impossible to change. Even within the case studies, there 
was limited contact with those who voted against the levy and research seemed to 
intentionally avoid organized “vote no” groups that were launched during a district’s 
attempt to pass the referenda. In fact, most of the research supported deliberately 
ignoring these voters in the hopes that they would not show on election day. In the 
interview mentioned previously, Manhas, the Seattle public schools superintendent was 
asked if he was confident that the levies would pass, to which he responded, “This is 
something the voters have to answer. I feel Seattle has a great heart as a community for 
public education.” Do those who vote no on budget referenda see value in having a 
public education system? With such limited research on this important group, this has 
yet to be answered. What would those who work to sway other voters against supporting 
a levy say? Can their minds be changed or, as research suggested, was it best to wholly 
ignore this group of individuals in the hopes of passing a school levy?
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These questions must weigh on the minds of school administrators who, naturally, 
would love to see an operating referendum pass with overwhelming public support. It 
also has ramifications for community members who wish to see strong schools and strong 
support, as well as for those who vote “no” on their referendum and are accused of not 
caring for their public school systems.
Setting
This study was conducted in Minnesota, and one Iowa community, studying a 
total of ten communities that have had levy campaigns (both successful and not 
successful) in the last five years. Two of the districts were located in cities with 
populations over 100,000; two were located in cities with populations between 50,000 
and 100,000; and the remaining six were in towns with populations ranging between 400 
to 17,000. The number of students in these districts varied from the largest serving 
16,000 students to a small district that served fewer than 100 students. All of these 
districts were located outside of the metro area of Minneapolis/St. Paul and all had 
populations of 85% Caucasian or more.
Assumptions
Personal assumptions included the idea that that those who vote “no” do so not 
out of disdain for the school or a dislike of the public system, but for a variety of reasons. 
The conclusion of ignoring “no” voters seemed to be based on little research. True 
perceptions of both parties have been ignored in the rhetoric of campaigning. It was 
assumed that those who vote “no” do value public schools, but vote “no” for other 
reasons and that those reasons are not known to pro-levy participants. It was also
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assumed that those who serve on pro-levy campaigns do not really believe that those who 
vote “no” do so out of personal dislike of the school. This study remained unbiased by 
approaching both pro-levy and anti-levy community members, through random selection, 
to gauge their perspective on why individuals vote against a levy. Themes were 
developed directly from the conversations held with participants. It was expected that 
rational views exist on both sides and that additional information would be gained when 
individuals were able to express their thoughts confidentially.
Limitations
This study had a number of limitations, some of which are discussed here and 
some that are discussed in Chapter Five. First, the study was limited in its scope, 
focusing solely on Minnesota and Iowa in a limited number of communities. The anti- 
levy participants were found by searching community websites and blogs to interview 
those who had expressed anti-levy sentiments in the past five years. Many individuals 
are silent “no” voters and do not publicly express their views and, therefore, their 
perceptions are not included in this research. As a result, those interviewed may not have 
been strong representatives of anti-levy campaigns or may not have been a part of an 
anti-levy campaign. In fact, some of the participants opposed only bond referenda and 
not operational levies. Pro-levy participants were part of the administration in their 
school district or had participated in pro-levy campaigns. Their information was 
retrieved from their school district’s website. Not all participants were necessarily strong 
representatives of a pro-levy campaign. In fact, some of the participants’ experience with 
levy campaigns was probably limited. This information was not gathered. An additional,
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yet very important limitation included time constraint. A number of unforeseen issues 
caused delays and research was conducted over a short period of time.
Definitions
Within this study, the terms “budget referenda” and “school levy” were used 
interchangeably. A “school levy” was defined as a vote by the community members that 
has an affect on a school’s budget. This often involved a property tax increase on the 
community’s behalf. “School bond” was recognized as a vote to raise taxes within a 
community in order to build or remodel a school building. “School levy” or “operational 
levy” was defined as a vote to utilize property taxes in order to raise money for the school 
to operate. This study attempted to focus on opposition to school operational levies.
Summary
As long as public schools depend on local households to provide for some of the 
school's budget, school levy campaigns must be studied and reviewed in order to better 
understand the variables that exist to determine success and defeat. Much research has 
been done to determine the factors that aid a campaign, but many of these factors were 
not variable and the school was left with only an idea regarding what kind of battle they 
faced depending on their location and their community demographics. Other research 
looked at case studies to determine what made a campaign successful in a specific 
district. Very little research has been conducted by approaching those who vote “no” or 
encourage others to vote “no.” Is there something to be learned by talking with those 
who work on anti-levy campaigns? Are the perceptions of failure different between pro-
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and anti-levy individuals? This study looked to discover some responses to these 
questions, despite its many limitations.
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review
In 2006, according to the United States Department of Education, Minnesota state 
government paid 71.2% of the total school expenses and local government was 
responsible for 19.1% (United States Department of Education [USDE], 2008). The 
state’s share in Minnesota has been well above average; in fact, in 2006, it was in the top 
five states for total state contribution. In Iowa, however, the numbers were closer to the 
national average, with state government’s share at 45.6% and local government paying 
about 43.0% (USDE, 2008). With this portion, school funding became a sensitive subject 
in the 1990’s in Minnesota, with more and more individuals harboring strong opinions 
regarding proper school funding. Research conducted by Howell and West (2008) 
revealed that while many have an opinion on school funding issues, often these opinions 
were based on incorrect assumptions. Many grossly underestimated the amount of 
funding school districts receive per-pupil or the average teacher salary in their district; 
and as those surveyed approached a more accurate amount of per-pupil spending in their 
districts, their support of additional funding decreased (Howell & West, 2008). Since 
many school funding decisions have depended on local communities, support and trust of 
the school has become equally important. This literature review explored three research 
themes behind the various reasons for school budget referenda failure.
Median Voter Model
Research regarding school budget referenda success and failure often seemed to 
start with the median voter model. According to Husted (2005), the median voter model 
was “an empirical method to determine demands for government-provided goods” (p.
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14). The goal of the research was to determine the characteristics of the "median" voter 
in hopes of determining a majority vote through the typical voter's preferences. Utilizing 
census data, Husted’s (2005) research set forth a number of hypotheses around a number 
of variables that he believed would determine the success of budget referenda campaigns 
in Michigan. The variables were median income, median house value, amount of funding 
contributed by the federal government, if the median voter owned his or her home, the 
percentage of the state’s population that was African-American vs. Caucasian, if the 
school district was considered urban, the age of the population (over 65 vs. younger 
population), state per-pupil contribution to school funding, and finally, change of state 
contribution to school funding before and after centralization of finance. Husted found 
that median income, median house value, and higher federal government contribution 
were positively correlated to increased educational spending (or successful campaigns), 
as was having a higher aged population.
Ehrenberg et al. (2003) conducted similar research in the state of New York 
utilizing the voter model, looking at similar and additional variables. Husted’s (2005) 
research supported these researchers' findings that positive percentage change in state 
contribution aided in the passage of the levy. They also discovered that having a greater 
percentage of the district’s population having a college education, more community 
members with income below the poverty line, a school board with longer terms, and a 
smaller number of students per school board member positively affected the campaign. 
Negatively affecting a budget referendum campaign were variables such as: if the school 
is located in a suburban district, having a larger percentage of students enrolled in private 
schools, and having voted down a budget referendum the previous year. Factors that did
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not affect the campaign included more diverse population, increased English as a Learned 
Language (ELL) students, or higher percentage of students receiving free or reduced 
lunch.
There has been some criticism surrounding this model. According to Dunne, 
Reed, and Wilbanks (1997), politicians sometimes manipulated elections in order to 
select their median voter such as holding elections in times when “no" voters were not as 
likely to come to the polls. This research suggested that median voters are often 
whomever politicians appoint as the median voter in order to achieve their goal. 
Regardless of whether or not median voters are selected or simply observed, median 
voter models provided school boards and decision makers with hands-on data regarding 
populations and their likelihood of supporting or rejecting a budget campaign. This 
process, however, was limited in providing tangible data that school board and school 
administrators could use in their own budget referenda campaigns. It may have provided 
an idea of the battle that they face, but it did not give them variables that they could 
manipulate. In the next section, the literature looked at budget maximizing methods to 
determine success rates.
Budget Maximizing Methods
Looking at Howell and West's (2008) research, it would be easy to conclude that 
successful campaigns ought to be built around limiting information to district voters.
With this theory, the less that voters knew about the actual cost of funding public 
education, the more likely it would be that they would support increased spending. Some 
research hypothesized that only about 33% of the public directly benefit from a
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successful levy campaign, meaning that they have children in the district (Dunne et 
al.,1997). This provided extra credence to the budget maximizing method, because it 
demonstrated that there were individuals who would vote “yes” even though they may 
not have a direct connection to the school. If this were the case, perhaps school officials 
could look at maximizing their budgets to what they felt was necessary instead of trying 
to squeeze by with a bare-bones budget.
Developed by Romer and Rosenthal (1984), the budget-maximizing method was 
somewhat of a contrast to the median voter model. This method measured the school's 
intent and its impact on the voters, instead of looking at the voters and measuring their 
impact on the school. It was called the budget-maximizing model, assuming that the 
school administrators were interested in obtaining a larger budget than even the median 
voter would like to approve. This approach was different than the median voter model in 
that voters simply had a “take-it-or-leave-it” response to the vote and the agenda setters 
would wish to control information that was distributed to the voters. It focused less on 
what the median voter may want and more on what the voter will select over a reversion 
alternative, which is less funding than the previous year. The researchers utilized this 
model for data from 1970-1976 in Oregon and unfortunately found that it was not a 
viable method in determining future referenda voting. While the findings were not able 
to predict future outcomes, it started a new approach in determining school budgets.
Romer et al. (1992) also utilized the budget- maximization model and discovered 
that small districts were more likely to pass budget referenda on the first try than larger 
districts, and often by larger margins. This supported their hypothesis that larger districts 
have administrations that lean more towards a budget-maximizing referendum. They also
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demonstrated that budget maximization model often passed with a simple 50% majority 
vote, regardless of the differences in the voter's preferences in the district. Using the 
same data, but looking at it using the median voter model, the budget referendum passed 
dependent on the severity of the reversion of funding and the variety of perspectives that 
community members have regarding funding.
Marketing Strategies
Finally, Johnson (2008) conducted a case study utilizing 21 strategies that he 
discovered through supporting research to see if it aided one Ohio school district in the 
passage of their levy. Using 17 of the 21 identified strategies, the referendum failed on 
the first try, but passed on the second attempt. In a survey to those involved in the 
marketing of the referendum, they ranked “focus on 'yes’ voters” and “timing of vote” as 
being the most effective methods to achieving a successful campaign. Most surveyed felt 
that both campaigns were necessary to achieve success and did not consider the first 
campaign as unsuccessful. While the first vote did not achieve the ends that the 
committee wanted, it helped educate and spark discussion to make the vote successful on 
the second attempt. Johnson pointed to four strategies that were not well utilized in their 
campaign. These were: avoiding controversy, ensuring school board unity, having a 
strong school-community relations program, and considering the timing and length of the 
campaign.
Johnson’s (2008) research findings provided a new way to consider budget 
referendum failure. His recommendations for further research were an additional benefit, 
since his findings were difficult to extrapolate because it only considered one school.
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Five condensed strategies were also found in the research of Graham et al. (1990). 
According to these researchers’ personal experiences, utilizing Johnson’s marketing 
strategies moved some of the more resistant districts to having levies pass with a 60% 
“yes” vote. The article did not focus on a particular study, but instead personal insight 
from the researchers in their campaigns for successful school levies.
In another study, Lode (1999) looked at two successful school bond campaigns in 
Iowa to determine reasons behind their success. He interviewed a variety of stakeholders 
including a handful of citizens who ranked quality of volunteers, the importance of a 
community proposal (verses a school board proposal), voters felt the board listened to 
them, and cost effective proposal as the most important factors. In comparison, citizens 
of a different town with an unsuccessful school bond campaign shared that they felt the 
campaign failed because the public did not like the new school site, they did not 
appreciate the recent merger between their school and another, and the taxes were 
perceived as too high for the small district in the merger.
A Strong "Vote No" Population
All research supported the fact that school administrators face an uphill battle to 
pass a school budget referendum, often achieving a success at rates barely above 50% of 
the vote. Some research has suggested a good option for passing referendum is 
announcing the campaign close to election day to prevent opposition groups from 
organizing (Dunne et al., 1997). Other researchers argued that “vote no” organizers were 
an incredibly important group and needed to avoid feeling disenfranchised (Dolph, 2006). 
This was demonstrated by looking at research about consultant Paul Dorr who has been
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hired by taxpayer groups with the express purpose of defeating school bond and levy 
campaigns (Dorr, 2002). He had a strong success rate of 86%, defeating levies in Iowa, 
Nebraska, Minnesota, South Dakota and Missouri (Boyes, 2008). Dorr’s success, and the 
fact that there are groups willing to pay for his services, supported the idea that schools 
must have some communication with “no” voters. And while some research suggested 
that those with the most to gain will help to pass a referenda, namely parents of small 
children (Faltys, 2006), other data conflicted with that finding. In an interview with a 
school board chairman of a district in central Minnesota, he shared that the repeated 
failure of their school levy, which ultimately ended in a successful campaign after 
repeated attempts, led them to conduct surveys. Surprisingly, parents of small children 
made up the largest “no” vote population. He hypothesized that these parents felt 
stretched financially more so than other populations and, therefore, voted “no” to avoid 
higher taxes (personal communication, April 17, 2009).
Summary
While much of the literature focused on data provided through census and 
percentage of voters participating, there was limited data around actual voters’ 
considerations. The next step in framing the question of budget referenda failure may be 
considering voters’ impressions on the reasons for voting “no.” Graham et. al (1990) and 
Johnson (2008) recommended limiting contact with “no” voters, but is there something to 
be learned from these voters? Is there a way to convince non-supporters to vote “yes?”
The budget maximization and median voter models provide data that help to 
determine whether or not a levy will be successful without any look at marketing
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strategies. While this data provided decision-makers with information on the challenges 
of a campaign, it did not offer strategies to aid a district in helping to create a successful 
campaign. In fact, many of the limiting factors on having a successful campaign found in 
these models could not be avoided or even changed. Meanwhile, the marketing strategies 
were based mostly on case studies and are not necessarily tied into feedback from actual 
voters, but perceptions of campaign managers. In fact, one study that asked voters what 
may aid in the passage of a budget referenda found no significant variables and even 
stated that some passage may be “pure luck” (Crader, Holloway, & Stauffacher, 2002).
Comparing and contrasting responses from pro-levy and anti-levy individuals on 
why a school budget referendum fails may shed some light as to how these two different 
voting groups think. For those who work on pro-levy campaigns, do they understand the 
mind of the “no” voter? Are they addressing the right concerns? Adding research in this 
area may provide schools with additional options for creating a successful campaign and 
may give “no” voters a chance to have their voices heard, outside of being the silent 
majority.
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CHAPTER THREE 
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to discover perceptions on school levy failure by 
interviewing participants who have participated in pro-levy and anti-levy campaigns.
The pro-levy participant group included those who worked for the school or on behalf of 
the school, including superintendents and school board members. The anti-levy 
participant group included citizens who have actively encouraged others to vote against 
school budget referenda. It was hypothesized that these two groups will yield different 
perceptions on why community members vote against a school levy. This would add to 
the body of research already conducted on the subject of budget referendum failure by 
providing real-world responses and perhaps provide variables that schools are able to 
change regarding their own referenda campaigns in order to run a more successful 
campaign.
This chapter will outline the research design and discuss sampling methods. The 
demographics of participants are included and limitations are discussed. Finally, the 
survey questions and interview transcript coding methods are shared. Further analysis of 
themes discovered can be found in Chapter Four.
Setting and Participants
Interviews were conducted with 18 individuals from ten school districts in 
Minnesota and Iowa that ranged in size from 16,000 students to under 100 students. Pro- 
levy participants were selected randomly from a list of districts who have had school levy 
campaigns in the past five years. Anti-levy participants were found by searching online 
blogs and newspapers to identify individuals who opposed levies. While 47 people were
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contacted, 35 pro-levy and 12 anti-levy, only 11 pro-levy participants and seven anti-levy 
participants were interviewed. Of the pro-levy participants, six were male and five were 
female. Of the anti-levy participants, all were male.
Participation in this study was voluntary. Initial contact was made through emails 
or phone calls, and most interviews were conducted over the phone with one face-to-face 
interview. Participants were asked to review a consent form and respond that they were 
willing to participate. Even though participants were considered public figures and often 
their positions on school levies were well documented, participants were told that their 
responses would not be connected with their names or their districts. Data collected and 
identifying information would be held in a locked office to ensure appropriate 
confidentiality.
The consent form given to participants and a copy of the initial email sent can be 
found in Appendices B, C, and D. The Internal Review Board of the University of 
Minnesota considered this study exempt from full review in February 2010 and the study 
commenced the same month. This confirmation can be found in Appendix A.
Research Design
Each participant was interviewed between February and March 2010. Most 
telephone interviews were 10-15 minutes in the length with the longest interview being 
45 minutes. While interviewing, the conversations were typed while the individual was 
speaking. Participants were invited to call back if they wished to follow up with any 
information, though no participants took advantage of this opportunity. In fact, most 
extended the same opportunity, should any follow-up questions arise. Three participants 
asked for a copy of the final project.
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Pro-levy participants and anti-levy participants responded to a similar set of 
questions discussed below, though follow up questions differed, depending on the 
direction of the conversation. Interview questions were developed from research on the 
subject, especially Johnson’s (2008) marketing techniques and his follow-up survey with 
stakeholders. Much of the research pointed to variables that school districts cannot 
change such as income levels, house values, and diversity levels within a community 
(Ehrenberg et al., 2003; Husted, 2005). On the other hand, case studies have provided 
ideas around marketing strategies (Graham et al., 1990; Johnson, 2008), but data directly 
from those who vote “no” was lacking. Johnson (2008) mentioned that schools should 
avoid communicating with those who vote no on school levies altogether, that those 
audiences should be ignored. In fact, he asserted that the “vote no” crowd should be 
avoided and left off any school mailings that are distributed. This research proposed to 
discover perceptions behind a vote against a school levy, both from those who work with 
schools and those who work against the school’s campaign.
Data Gathering and Analysis
During one-on-one telephone interviews or email interviews, pro levy campaign 
participants were asked to respond and expand upon the following questions:
• Do you see value in having a public school system?
• Have you run a levy campaign? Did the levy campaign turn out like you thought 
it would?
• Anything surprising about being on a levy campaign?
• What factors do you think make for a successful “vote yes” campaign?
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• What are the three main reasons for community members to vote no on a 
campaign?
• Is there anything a school can do to get those who vote against a levy to vote yes? 
Those who worked against levy campaigns were asked to respond to the following 
questions:
• What are the three main reasons for community members to vote no on a 
campaign?
• Did the latest levy campaign turn out like you thought it would?
• Is there anything a school can do to get those who vote against a levy to vote yes?
• Do you see value in having a public school system?
Questions were piloted for clarity and ease of response by The Buzz Company, a 
communication and marketing company in central Minnesota, and by the first 
interviewee who happened to have a marketing background and had worked on several 
school levy campaigns. Coding began after two interviews were conducted in each 
group, both pro- and anti-levy participant groups.
In the process of transcribing the data from the interviews, it was important to 
keep in mind a quote from authors and educational researchers Cohen, Manion, and 
Morrison (2008) that states, "...the main purpose of interview data [is] to identify key 
issues" (p. 466). Transcribed interviews were read through carefully to discover various 
themes. Finally, mirroring an example regarding content analysis, data was filed into 
columns of information in order to find patterns and, as previously described, “key 
issues” first within pro- and anti-levy participant groups, and then across the categories 
(Cohen et al., 2008).
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Summary
While considering budget referenda failure, it is important to consider the many 
factors that affect the campaign. Much research has been done regarding unalterable 
factors, but little has been researched regarding factors that a school may be able to alter. 
The themes discovered, compared, and contrasted against the participants’ relationship 
with the school, aid in further consideration of successful campaigns. Themes discovered 
and further analysis will be discussed further in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results and Discussion
This research looked at the perceptions behind school levy failure across 
Minnesota through interviews with individuals who have worked on pro-levy campaigns 
and people who have worked to defeat levy campaigns. In this chapter, results and 
discussion are shared. Implications of the findings will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Introduction
Thirty-five people were identified and contacted as pro-levy individuals and 11 
responded and were interviewed. For anti-levy individuals, 12 were identified and 
contacted and seven responded and were interviewed. The data from the interviews 
identified a number of themes which will be discussed organized by research question.
Results
Research Question 1: Why do you think a community member would vote 
“no” on a school levy?
Pro-levy campaign individuals identified 11 reasons why a community member 
might vote “no” on a school levy referenda. Below are the reasons, as well as the 
percentage of the total that mentioned it in their interview:
• Concern over tax increase (82%)
• Believe the school has been wasteful with public money/distrust of school (45%)
• Do not have kids in the district (36%)
• Belief that the school has enough money/the levy is not really needed (27%)
• Do not understand school financing (27%)
• Unemployment/frustration with the economy (18%)
• Do not see how voting “yes” benefits him or her (18%)
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• Racist ideology (9%)
• Voter apathy (9%)
• Lack proper information (9%)
• Have students in private school (9%)
The response most often heard regarded a disapproval of the rise in property taxes, which 
was mentioned by nine of the 11 participants. A distrust of the district, especially in the 
area of finances, was mentioned by five of the 11 participants. Four participants 
mentioned that people may vote “no” because they did not have students in the district. 
Three participants said “no” votes indicate that community members do not understand 
the complexities of school finance or that community members did not feel that the levy 
was really needed. Finally, two participants stated that economy played a role in a “no” 
vote, or that community members did not see a connection on how a “yes” vote would 
benefit their household. The final four reasons listed were only mentioned by one 
participant. Meanwhile, anti-levy participants identified eight reasons as to why a 
community member may vote “no” on a school levy campaign:
• Poor decisions by the school/lack of trust (71%)
• Lack of additional money to give (43%)
• Administrative pay/frustration with administration (29%)
• Individuals send their student to private school (14%)
• School lacks transparency in the budget (14%)
• Taking sides on the issue (14%)
• Tired of schools asking (14%)
• Not convinced that the schools need the money (14%)
Both participants groups gave thoughtful responses to this question. Taxes and the lack 
of additional monies to give to the school district were mentioned time and again, but 
lack of trust in the school board or the district was also mentioned numerous times. Five 
of the seven participants in the anti-levy group listed a lack of trust in the school district 
as a big reason community members will vote “no” on a school budget referendum,
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which made this the number one response in this group. Five of 11 participants in the 
pro-levy group shared similar thoughts. Several anti-levy participants listed examples 
such as rude treatment, wasteful spending, or poor decisions as demonstrations of their 
distrust; whereas, pro-levy groups generally thought those who vote “no” believed the 
school was being wasteful. Two anti-levy participants stated that they believed 
community members vote “no” because of distrust in administration. One mentioned that 
he felt administrators in his district were overpaid and another stated that there are too 
many administrative layers to fund and that these layers were not needed. Additional 
responses were only provided by one individual.
Research Question 2: Is there anything a school can do that would get those 
who vote against campaigns to vote yes?
Pro-levy participants shared eight possible ideas that schools could use to sway 
voters from voting “no” to voting “yes.” A few individuals said that they did not think it 
was possible to sway “no” voters, but gave possible answers to sway those on the fence. 
Identified ideas included:
• Get accurate information into the “no” voters’ hands (64%)
• Effective, transparent communication with the public (64%)
• Install a community engagement office (9%)
• Build community trust (9%)
• Spend money on advertisement (9%)
• Use comparative statistics (9%)
• Put a “face” on impacted students (9%)
The top responses were to “ensure accurate information gets into the voters’ hands” and 
to have “effective, transparent communication with the voters.” These responses were
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mentioned by seven of the 11 pro-levy participants. Anti-levy individuals presented three 
possible ideas. Two individuals stated that it was not possible to sway their votes:
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• No, “no" voters cannot be swayed (29%)
• Rebuild lost trust (29%)
• Make sure that the school board reflects the community (14%)
• Involve “no” voters in planning (14%)
Answers did not vary much between the groups. Both pro-levy and anti-levy participants 
focused on the school's ability to maintain trust and better communicate with those 
individuals who were planning on voting no on a school levy. Participants who said that 
“no” voters cannot be swayed generally mentioned that there were always a number of 
community members who will vote “no” regardless of how convincing the information 
the school offered. Examples provided included those community members who lost a 
job, faced foreclosure, or were very much against taxation. Roughly half of the pro-levy 
individuals also commented that not all anti-levy individuals could be swayed. The 
techniques provided by this group should be utilized on those who are considered on the 
fence about the issue.
Research Question 3: Do you see value in having a public school system?
All participants agreed that public schools had a value in American life, except for 
one vote “no” individual. One vote “no” participant did not have the chance to answer 
the question and another chose not to answer. Four of the seven anti-levy participants 
agreed that public education is absolutely important, but then went on to list frustration 
with things like waste, expensive administrative layers involved with public education, 
and lack of building standards in bond issues. The individual that stated that he did not
see value in having public schools felt that public schools crowded out competition and 
that the current system operated much like a monopoly.
Research Question 4: What factors exist that make levy campaigns more 
likely to succeed?
Asked only of pro-levy individuals, numerous factors were provided that they felt 
made success more likely for pro-levy campaigns:
• Sound rationale (45%)
• A good understanding of the information by community members (45%)
• A committed group, with leaders from the community (27%)
• Good communication (27%)
• Detailed plan (27%)
• A public that is generally supportive of the school (18%)
• Community-based proposal (18%)
• Good economy (18%)
• Well-organized campaign (18%)
• Showing good fiscal restraint in previous years (18%)
• Contact with community groups (18%)
Pro-levy participants provided both factors that the school can control and those that they 
cannot. One superintendent admitted that there is little that schools could legally do to 
sway voters. Five of the 11 participants mentioned sound rationale as being key to a 
successful campaign and/or mentioned the need for community members to understand 
all of the information distributed. Three of 11 participants also noted the need for a 
committed pro-levy group, having good communication with the community, and having 
a detailed plan to share. Two additional themes were shared, but only noted by one 
participant each and, therefore, were not included above. These included having a 
unanimous school board in support of the levy and strong teacher support.
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Theme Development
Prior to discussing the results, a short discussion regarding theme development is 
necessary. Themes were developed directly from conversations with individuals. Many 
of the results listed are nearly direct quotes. For instance, in response to question one, for 
pro-levy participants’ responses on tax, the phrase “property tax” appeared numerous 
times in conversation. One participant said, "[Anti-levy community members] are 
concerned about increasing taxes.” Another participant remarked, “People have an 
unbelievable hatred of property tax.” Both of these responses were coded as “concern 
over tax increase” responses. Additional information about coding and theme 
development, as well as an example using research question four, can be found in 
Appendix E.
Discussion
The central question to this research has always focused around why a community 
member might vote no on a school levy, which has been designated as research question 
one. Answers varied from pro- and anti-levy participants, but central themes emerged. 
People reiterated the importance of trust between community members and district 
representatives. One school board member referenced phone calls he received blaming 
him for issues the school had 20 years ago, well before he was on the board. “The public 
doesn’t forget,” he mentioned. Once the trust is lost, it became incredibly hard to rebuild. 
One superintendent revealed that some school districts manipulated their numbers or their 
“programs to cut” list in order to try to sway community members to support the levy.
He believed this tactic would ultimately kill the trust that community members have for
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the district and for its representatives. An anti-levy participant announced his surprise 
that his publication of administrative pay was key in defeating a local levy. “I just wrote 
an email and it got forwarded, and then forwarded again,” he said. “That was an 
overwhelming reason that people voted no.” This response indicated that the 
administrative pay was an area of distrust in this district. These findings support the idea 
that budget-maximization models could lose public trust and result in less successful levy 
campaigns in the years ahead (Romer et al., 1992).
While many anti-levy participants identified the current economic state as a 
reason schools should not even be asking for additional money, a pro-levy individual 
made a convincing counter point, adding: “In communities that have consistently not 
passed levies, what [excuse] did you use a few years ago when the economy wasn't a 
factor?” Indeed, Paul Tosto, of Minnesota Public Radio, revealed that 71% of levies 
passed in 2009, compared to 50% in 2008, 66% in 2007 and 42% in 2006 (Tosto, 2009) 
and it would seem the economy was much weaker in 2009 than in 2006.
The second research question regarded the perceived influence that a school has 
on an individual planning on voting no. Many pro-levy participants were confident that 
those planning on voting no could be convinced to vote yes if given the proper 
information and if the school district could maintain the public’s trust. “Schools are 
limited in what they can do,” mentioned one superintendent. “It’s really up to the 
committees.” Another superintendent said that schools and/or committees need to take a 
personal approach by making visits, holding public meetings, and showing comparative 
statistics. Yet another mentioned the need to develop a targeted approach for the various 
community groups within the district.
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Anti-levy participants mentioned rebuilding public trust as an opportunity to sway 
"no” voters. A few participants mentioned that they used to vote yes, but now do not. 
“I’m sick of the rhetoric,” mentioned one anti-levy participant. “If I vote no, then I’m an 
enemy of the children.” Another mentioned how he used to vote yes, but now believes 
his money is being squandered by the district. A third anti-levy participant mentioned 
that pointing out the district's use of guilt tactics in their campaign was a way to help him 
campaign against the levies. “Pro-levy campaigns will use the idea that your parents paid 
for your schooling, so now you ought to pay for your kids’ schooling, but when you’re 
just adding to the waste, or building schools that won’t last longer than 40 years, that’s 
not a good lesson for kids,” commented one anti-levy participant. “There’s just no reason 
to feel guilty about [voting no]."
One pro-levy individual, who had been involved in a number of levy campaigns, 
believed that setting up a community engagement office in each school would help. 
“Unless we’re engaging the public, the whole public, to talk about the schools as the 
great equalizer, we should expect levies to fail.” She referenced individuals who changed 
their votes from “no” to “yes” on their local levies. During a series of public meetings 
she held regarding a levy, “I had one guy come in and sit in the back of the room and ask 
questions each time. At the third meeting, he spoke with me afterward and mentioned, 
'During the first meeting, I thought you were lying, at the second, mistaken, but now I am 
convinced that you are right and will go forward and convince others.' That’s what 
public engagement is all about.”
The third research question was developed out of early interviews with 
participants. While a large majority of participants agreed that public education was
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important, one participant did not believe that the government should be in the business 
of educating. Naturally, this would lead into voting no on school levies. Additional 
research is needed in this area, though these findings are perhaps supportive of previous 
research which indicates that strong “vote no” community members should be left out of 
a campaign altogether (Graham et al.,1990; Johnson, 2008). It would be unlikely to sway 
their votes without changing their perception of public schooling.
The fourth and final question was asked only of pro-levy individuals, but common 
themes emerged. Participants commented that much depended having sound rationale 
and having information distributed that community members understood. A couple of 
participants mentioned that a better economy would aid in their levy campaign. This is 
not supported in previous research (Tosto, 2009). Correct information and sound 
rationale were provided as examples of factors that generally work together on 
community members who are undecided. A number of superintendents mentioned that a 
detailed outline of how the money will be spent could be helpful. “When funds become 
tied to programs, instead of people or salaries, I think [the campaign] will be more 
successful,” commented one pro-levy participant. While most respondents agreed that 
information was key, another pro-levy participant stated that “successful levies pass on a 
notion, not on information... the most successful levies come directly from the 
community asking the school board to put forth a levy.” This was supportive of previous 
research (Lode, 1999).
It is important to note that school financing and funding has become increasingly 
complex and, therefore, confusing and that many of the laws have changed throughout 
the years, and continue to change. Many pro-levy individuals commented that the
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number of people who truly understand the funding of public schools was very limited, 
and this confusion aided to the defeat of levies.
Summary
Perceptions of school levy failure were similar for individuals who have been 
identified as pro-levy or anti-levy. In fact, many responses given by pro-levy participants 
had little to do with negative thoughts about anti-levy organizers and many sympathized 
with a community member’s tough choice between raising local taxes or a poorly funded 
school. One difference between the two groups centered on the importance of trust. For 
anti-levy participants, the lack of trust was the number one response in why a community 
member may vote no, listed by five of the seven participants. This response, however, 
was the second highest response for pro-levy participants, listed by five out of 11 
participants. It is important to note, though, that with the limited number of participants, 
it is essential not to extrapolate this data beyond this study.
The ability to sway “no” voters naturally yielded different answers from nearly all 
participants. Some pro-levy participants focused on community engagement, while 
others tended to focus on getting out correct information. Whether or not public schools 
have value in the eyes of some “no” voters is an area that requires more research. Only 
one anti-levy participant stated that he did not feel the government should have a public 
education system. Finally, the perception of what makes a levy campaign successful was 
asked of pro-levy participants and individuals provided a variety of answers. Many 
superintendents commented on the schools’ limits in advertising for a school levy, but 
many pro-levy participants agreed that good community relations and good information 
can go far in achieving success. The variety of responses indicated that more research
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was necessary in the area of school levy failure. This was especially true in the light of 
this study's limitations.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Conclusions
Educational Implications
This research could give communities a springboard in order to begin the process 
of starting a levy campaign or improving communications with those who vote “no.” By 
observing “no” voters’ perspectives, pro-levy individuals can better respond to their 
concerns and questions. There was a great variety of responses anti-levy individuals 
offered as to why they did not wish to support their local levies, ranging from being 
against all school building bonds, to an inability to pay any additional money in property 
tax, to a dislike of property tax in general, to someone who was just simply sick of the 
rhetoric involved in campaigns. While some of these issues a school or a committee 
cannot address, others seemed as though a school could engage as they campaign on 
behalf of a levy. Many pro- and anti-levy participants commented on the need for trust 
between the community and the school district representatives, namely the school board. 
Once this trust is compromised, it seemed anti-levy organizers were emboldened and 
increasingly engaged.
Community engagement was another recurring theme throughout the data 
collected from pro-levy individuals. Thoughts about connecting the gap between schools 
and communities ranged from a community engagement office located directly within the 
school to offering the public school pool for birthday parties. While offering use of the 
school may seem overly simple, it is unlikely to hurt a campaign and could go far in
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helping community members step foot into the school and see themselves as part of the 
school’s atmosphere.
Ultimately, this research supported the idea that there is no “one-size-fits-all” 
approach to passing a school levy. Each district’s needs likely varied as much as each 
participant’s responses. Indeed, many pro-levy participants mentioned the need for 
disseminating correct information directly into the hands of undecided voters, which 
insinuated it was their perception that a lot of incorrect information also existed within 
levy campaigns.
Recommendations for Future Research
This research demonstrated that there were strong, thoughtful opinions from both 
pro- and anti-levy individuals around the state of Minnesota and Iowa. While there were 
a variety of responses, the themes of trust and finances recurred throughout. The value of 
public education was also an interesting variable that could be explored further, as to how 
public perception of the value of public education affects school levies, or even school- 
community relations. Each of these themes could easily be explored individually. Also, 
as community engagement offices have started to be utilized around the state of 
Minnesota, it could be useful to note how these offices function as well as their success in 
passing school levies, or how well they improve school-community relations.
It is important to note here again that there were numerous limitations within this 
study. Anti-levy participants were difficult to find. Pro-levy participants were easier to 
find simply because they included superintendents, principals, and school board members 
and their public information was easily retrievable. These individuals are likely to
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support a levy as it often is part of their job description. Most anti-levy individuals, on 
the other hand, most likely did not organize as part of their job and a large section of this 
population is silent, so their contact information was difficult to find and the pool of 
participants was very small. It was also highly sensitive to ask how individuals vote, 
which makes it additionally difficult to attempt this type of research. Of the participating 
districts, only about four active anti-levy campaigns were found. Two did not respond. It 
would have been more conclusive to have a larger population of engaged anti-levy 
organizers or perhaps to wait until an election year, and interview those with “vote no" 
yard signs. It could also be a challenge to replicate the study on the basis of communities 
with a population that is over 85% Caucasian and outside of a large metro area. It is, 
again, important not to extrapolate these findings beyond this study.
As long as education is partially funded by its community, there will be strong 
opinions from community members regarding how the money is raised and how it is 
spent. Without a major overhaul of education spending in the United States, the research 
possibilities in the area of school levies are endless.
Summary
As long as school districts depend on taxes to fund local schools, there will be a 
clash of ideas about the proper amount of funding and the best way to raise the necessary 
money. Laws continued to pass and be repealed regarding school financing, and passions 
have been high because the stakes have been high. Two participants, one on each side of 
the aisle, commented on their surprise that the levy campaign was so incredibly 
polarized. One described no longer being able to shop in her local market and her family
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being threatened; another described the feeling of "standing in front of a lynch mob” as 
he shared his views. As the majority of anti-levy participants did see the value in public 
education, it seemed safe to say there are a variety of reasons for a person to vote against 
a school levy and that all “no” voters cannot fit into the same template. In light of this 
research, it appeared that it would take an entire community to determine and address 
reasons for “no” votes in order to pass a levy campaign.
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Appendix B 
Consent Form for Anti-Levy Participants
INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH 
Perceptions of School Levy Failure
You are invited to be in a research study of discovering perceptions on why school levies fail 
from community to community. You were selected as a possible participant because you are an 
active member of the community with an interest in school levy campaigns. We ask that you read 
this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Katie Zintek, University of Minnesota, Duluth for the 
Department of Education.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
Via telephone or face-to-face, have a short 5-10 minute interview regarding school levies.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report we might publish, we will not 
include any information that will make it possible to identify a subject. Research records will be 
stored securely and only researchers will have access to the records.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect 
your current or future relations with the University of Minnesota. If you decide to participate, you 
are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Katie Zintek, with staff oversight provided by Kim 
Riordan. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you are 
encouraged to contact Katie at 320-309-0656, or by email at kizintek@gmail.com. You may also 
contact Kim Riordan at 218-726-7251 or by email at kriordan@d.umn.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 
other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the Research Subjects’ Advocate 
Line, D528 Mayo, 420 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455; 612-625-1650.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.
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Appendix C
Consent Form for Pro-Levy Participants
INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH 
Perceptions of School Levy Failure
You are invited to be in a research study of discovering perceptions on why school levies fail 
from community to community. You were selected as a possible participant because you are a 
member of the ****** School Board. We ask that you read this form and ask any questions you 
may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Katie Zintek, University of Minnesota, Duluth for the 
Department of Education.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
Via telephone or face-to-face, have a short 5-10 minute interview regarding school levies.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report we might publish, we will not 
include any information that will make it possible to identify a subject. Research records will be 
stored securely and only researchers will have access to the records.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect 
your current or future relations with the University of Minnesota. If you decide to participate, you 
are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Katie Zintek, with staff oversight provided by Kim 
Riordan. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you are 
encouraged to contact Katie at 320-309-0656, or by email at kizintek@gmail.com. You may also 
contact Kim Riordan at 218-726-7251 or by email at kriordan@d.umn.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 
other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the Research Subjects’ Advocate 
Line, D528 Mayo, 420 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455; 612-625-1650.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.
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Appendix D 
Initial Email Sent to Potential Participants
Hello!
My name is Katie Zintek and I am completing my Masters of Education degree though 
UMD. I am working on a project to discover perceptions behind school levy failure. I am 
interested in talking to district representatives around the state regarding their thoughts on 
the topic. Your responses will remain confidential, neither you nor your district will be 
identified. Attached is an information sheet with more information.
Would you be available to talk over the phone or face-to-face in a short 5-10 minute 
interview? I am available day or evenings if necessary and I appreciate any help that you 
can offer!
Thank you for your service to the community. I look forward to hearing from you. You 
can reach me by phone at 320-309-0656 or zinte007@umn.edu. Please let me know, too, 
if you are not interested or not available.
Katie Zintek
Appendix E
Theme Development and Coding
Research Question 4 will be used to demonstrate how coding and theme development 
took place in the course of this study. This question has been selected to ensure a 
thorough review of this process while keeping this appendix brief. The responses 
provided are the direct quotations from participants, only slight changes have been made 
for grammar corrections and for easier readability. Some responses have been shortened 
to keep the information relevant to the research question.
What factors exist that make levy campaigns more likely to succeed?
Participant 1 (P1): The campaign has to be run by a committed group. It is 
unsuccessful to sneak it through. Successful levies pass on a notion, not information. It 
should be a group of people who have a very visceral reason for doing it. They have to 
be able to give their neighbors reasons, too. A huge business component has to be seen 
in that citizens group - leaders of the community, opinion makers, locally officials, a 
unanimous school board. For every one member that backs out - it’s a huge number of 
voters that you’ve convinced to also vote no.
P2: Community based - they are the ones that are coming to us saying, “Hey - I 
want more for our kids.” Getting the right information into everyone’s hands and having 
them understand what it actually means is important.
P3: If people understand, they take the time to help people understand the basics 
of school finance so they know where you get your money and where you have to spend 
it. They need to know what will the money be used for.
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P4: There needs to be good communication, good leadership on the parent 
committee, and sound rationale for why you’re going to the voters.
P5: Communicate, communicate, communicate! For the most part being specific 
about what the money will be used for in general helps the chances. Identifying can be a 
challenge before the levy, but its important to do so.
P6: A school that the community really supports. And .... Um... I think having 
the teachers’ support the levy is a major plus, if they aren’t 100% behind it then that’s a 
tough sell because they’re a major employee group. And the economy. That’s a tough 
spot, because the county that we’re in is relatively poor. The tax payers have to have such 
a high burden for the county - we’re one of the higher taxed counties, but we don’t have 
a lot of industry or commercial. So we struggle.
P7: Fiscal restraint in previous years, demonstrated need, good public process - 
especially if they bring it to the board instead of the board bringing it to the community. 
Also, involvement with community groups.
P8: Information on current school finance. Information on local school district 
budget, how the money will be spent, information on recent money saving efforts. 
Community understanding of how it all works.
P9: Good economic times and a positive feeling about the school.
P10: I think any time you can be as transparent as possible with school budget. 
Teach others about it. Tell others why you need it. When the funds become tied to 
programs, instead of people or salaries, I think you’re more successful. You have to show 
why these funds will be used, and why you need adequate school funding to exist. Has to 
come top down. You have to be well organized and help people understand. If you can
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teach the public and get the word out in to the public. It’s also helpful to have talking 
points for strong no people.
P11: Strong core leadership group, good organization, targeted community
groups.
Themes emerged and were attributed to participants as such:
• Sound rationale (P3, P4, P7, P8, P10)
• A good understanding of the information by community members (P2, P3, P8, 
P10, P11)
• A committed group, with leaders from the community (P1, P4, P11)
• Good communication (P4, P5, P8)
• Detailed plan (P3, P5, P10)
• A public that is generally supportive of the school (P6, P9)
• Community-based proposal (P2, P7)
• Good economy (P6, P9)
• Well-organized campaign (P10, P11)
• Showing good fiscal restraint in previous years (P7, P8)
• Contact with community groups (P7, P11)
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